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Interests and hobbies differ among people. The subject of our interest may be very unusual and
unlikely to others. If you take shooting as your subject of interest, you may also need to know about
the clothing and accessories required for shooting. With the development in trend and fashion, we
are also bound to change what we used to wear at different events and occasions. Cloths are not
just to cover the body. They define you and your personality as well. Top Gun is a place where you
can get all the cloths and items that are required for an efficient and effective shooting. We are the
experts when it comes to dealing with quality and affordable shooting clothing and shooting
accessories.

	Established in 2001, we have become successful in taking the market of shooting cloths and
accessories since the last decade. Our items are not just limited in East Sussex and South East
England but are popular all over England and even abroad. All of our items are designed and
manufactured at the best quality with the best resources available. Our range of quality products
include shooting accessories, cartridge bags and gun slips, clay shooting clothing, field and country
wear, nextorch, outdoor edge items and safety items. Moreover, we have almost everything
required for an effective and safe shooting.  You can also do online shopping through our website.
We care about your hobby and moreover we want to increase your shooting passion. We are more
concerned about making shooting more fun, safer and effective with the quality products we offer at
the most affordable prices. We are a leading brand name and supplier in this field. So, there can be
no mistakes with the deals we offer. We guarantee with the products we offer that you can use them
for years and you will not want shooting without them. We ensure to make you safer, make your
shooting more effective and easier and also help you to look attractive with the latest trend in
shooting clothing and accessories. Our friendly and helpful team aim to provide excellent customer
service. So, what would you wish for next?

	Therefore, if you are really keen about your shooting hobby and want to increase your passion with
shooting, you should definitely try the shooting clothes and accessories from Top Gun and make
your shooting more fun, safer and more effective. You will never look back once you use our
products and services.
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